MCT

Hints for dispatch, assembly and action of MCT power supply units (PSU)
Function:
The resin encapsulated power supply units are
adapted for using high pressure discharge
lamps in affiliation with a lamp. It is possible to
built components like fuse and compensation
condenser into the junction box. A magnetic
ballast makes also in roughen ambient
conditions a safety activity sure. The
architecture of the PSU is very slim and
therefore it is adapted to built into a mast. The
used cable glands act as strain relief at once.
The affiliation takes place by easy available
terminal clamps.

Safety hints:
The power supply unit must be free of tension while it will be adapted. The condenser
must be discharged while working at the junction box.
It is necessary to have a distance of 10 mm between blade terminal contacts and the
wall of the junction box while changing the condenser. Only on this way is the function
break down fuse guaranteed. It is necessary to built in the unload resistor again if the
condenser is not integrated. It must be replaced by voltage-proof types.
Typical values:
ca. 300kΩ für 25..70µ und
ca. 200kΩ für 80..100µF.

Assembly:
There is no required position of installation for the power supply units. The construction
guarantees the enclosure type IP65.
You can use the 12mm drilled hole on the front or the 20mm mount hole for battlement.
You have to open the cap on the top of the power supply unit for affiliation. The
affiliation takes place with the two M20 cable glands with integrated strain relief.
Because of this it is possible to use cable with a diameter between 7 – 14 mm. It is
necessary to save the screw connection body against a twist while you attract the acorn
nut.
Equipment for hot re-ignition are equipped with 8 clamps without wire protection and a
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max. clamp cross-section of 6 mm². The affiliation takes place (from the net) over L1,
L2, PE ; L2, L3, PE or L1, L3, PE or L, N, PE for 230/240 V nets.
There will be used the corresponding tension pickup for the operating of the lamp. It
depends from the line voltage. Please make sure that the rubber-gasket is fitting the
body. The screws must be screwed on consistent.

Technical service:
The values which are standing on the label must be observed for power supply units
with fuse links.

Storage:
A dry stocking is necessary for the power supply units. No short-wave UV-radiation is
allowed. The optimum stocking temperature is between -25° and +85°C.

Error causes:
The inside thread of the casting resin box can break out when there will be used to
much power while the assembly of the cap and cable/screw connection.
For using a to high operating voltage the grouting can be deformed.
Because of a to high ambient temperature or UV-radiation the fabric can get a worse
color and can also get brittle.
To avoid any oxidation please close the cap of the switch box after assembly.

Terminal assignment:

Power supply unit with pulser ignitor on request
technical changes are reserved

Further informations:
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